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Abstract
Speaker recognition techniques have traditionally relied on 
purely acoustic features and models. During the last few years, 
however, the field of speaker recognition has started to show 
interest in the use of higher level features. In particular, 
phonetic decodings modeled with statistical language models 
(n-grams) have already shown its effectiveness in several 
research works. However, the relationship between phonetic 
modeling precision and the accuracy of phonetic speaker 
recognition has not yet been sufficiently analyzed. As part of 
our preparation for the NIST 2005 speaker recognition 
evaluation, we have performed a number of experiments that 
show that there is a negligible correlation between phonetic 
modeling precision and phonetic speaker recognition 
accuracy. Furthermore, our experimental results show that 
phonetic speaker recognition results may even be better when 
using phonetic decodings in languages different from that of 
the speech. 

1. Introduction
Traditional approaches to automatic speaker recognition only 
consider the acoustic properties of speech, which are usually 
modeled with statistical models like Gaussian Mixture Models 
(GMMs). However, recent research has shown that other, 
higher level, features (e.g. pronunciation idiosyncrasies, 
linguistic content, prosody, etc.) can also be effectively used 
in automatic speaker recognition. In particular, numerous 
experiments have shown that, due to the complementary 
characteristics of acoustic and higher level features,  fusing the 
information provided by the two kind of features yields further 
improvements in speaker recognition.

The interest in the use of these higher level features was 
initiated by the work of Doddington [1]. In his work, 
Doddington used the lexical content of the speech, modeled 
using word n-grams, for speaker recognition using the 
Switchboard-II corpus. This relatively simple technique 
improved the results obtained by an acoustic-only speaker 
recognition system. 

After the work of Doddington a number of research works 
have continued exploring the use of higher level features in 
the field of speaker recognition. One of these works [2,3]  
made use of similar techniques (n-gram models) applied to 
the output of open-loop phonetic decoders (i.e. the output of 
phonetic recognizers without any kind of language model and 
a grammar consisting of a loop of all the phones). Instead of 
modeling the lexical content, these techniques aim to model 
speaker pronunciation idiosyncrasies. The use of this 
technique gave also very good results, particularly when 

several open-loop phonetic decoding for different languages 
were used and combined. As in the work of Doddington [1], 
this technique was particularly useful in combination with 
traditional acoustic-only speaker recognition systems.  

After these works, many other researchers have continued 
analyzing the use of higher level features for speaker 
recognition [4], and in particular the use of phonetic 
decodings with n-grams [5,6], but also with other techniques 
like modeling conditional pronunciations [7] or using binary 
decision trees [8].  

Most of the works using phonetic decodings for speaker 
recognition have in common that the phonetic decoder is 
considered as a black box that produces a stream of phones 
given a spoken input. In this work, however, we are interested 
in analyzing the relationship between the phonetic modeling 
precision, the phonetic decoding accuracy and the phonetic 
speaker recognition accuracy.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
provides a detailed description of the experiments performed. 
Section 3 presents the phonetic decoding results for the 
different phonetic decoders tested, and Section 4 presents the 
speaker recognition results obtained with those phonetic 
decodings. Finally, Section 5 discusses the results obtained 
presenting the most important conclusions as well as future 
research directions.  

2. Description of the experiments 
The methodology used in this study is based on a very simple 
idea – instead of using a single phonetic decoder for each 
different language we used many different phonetic decoders 
with different complexities (and therefore different phonetic 
modeling precisions and phonetic decoding accuracies) and 
compared the speaker recognition accuracies obtained using 
those phonetic decodings.

The phonetic decoders are based on Hidden Markov 
Models (HMMs) and implemented using HTK [9]. The 
phonetic HMMs are three-state left-to-right models with no 
skips, being the output pdf of each state modeled as a 
weighted mixture of Gaussians. The acoustic processing is 
based on the Advanced Distributed Speech Recognition 
Standard Front-End [10], which includes mechanisms for 
robustness against channel distortion (blind equalization) and 
additive noise (double Wiener filter).

Phonetic HMMs were trained for Castilian Spanish and 
American English using the Albayzin [11] and TIMIT [12] 
corpora. Since these corpora are microphone corpora sampled 
at 16 kHz, we filtered them to simulate a telephone channel 
and then downsampled them to 8 kHz before training and 
testing the models. Only context-independent phonetic 
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HMMs were used. 23 phones were considered for Castilian 
Spanish and 39 for American English according to the CMU 
pronouncing dictionary [13]. To consider different phone 
model complexities, we trained phonetic HMMs with 1 to 80 
Gaussians per state for each of the two languages considered 
using (part of) the training part of each corpus.  

Once the HMMs were trained, we performed phone 
decodings on a different part of each corpus (not used for 
training) and evaluated the phonetic decoding accuracy for 
the different model complexities. 

After the phonetic decoding accuracy was evaluated for 
different phonetic HMM complexities, we performed phone 
bigram based speaker recognition tests on part of the 
NIST2002 speaker recognition test corpus and also on the 
NIST2004 speaker recognition test corpus and analyzed how 
those results correlate with the phonetic decoding results.

3. Phonetic Decoding Results 
Figure 1 represents the evolution of the phonetic decoding 
results (percentage of phones correctly recognized and 
phonetic accuracy) for English and Spanish as a function of 
the number of Gaussians (mixtures) per state in the phonetic 
HMMs. English acoustic models were trained on the training 
portion of the TIMIT database. Results for English were 
obtained on the core test part of TIMIT. For Spanish, models 
were trained on part of the training portion of the acoustic-
phonetic corpus, while testing was performed on a subset 
containing different speakers.

It can be seen that the acoustic-phonetic accuracy 
increases as the number of mixtures (and therefore the model 
complexity) increases. That increase is particularly important 
between 1 and 20 mixtures, reaching a plateau above 40 
mixtures. Results for both languages are almost parallel, the 
difference being due to the simpler phonemic system of 
Spanish (we only considered 23 phones for Spanish, while for 
English we considered 39 phones). 

One could expect that the better the quality of the 
phonetic decoding, the better the quality of the speaker 
recognition results obtained with those phonetic decodings. 
Next section will show that this is not the case. 

4. Speaker Recognition Results 
The phonetic HMMs trained as described in the former 
section were used to produce phonetic decodings of several 
standard speaker recognition corpora. These phonetic 
decodings were used to train phone bigrams for a particular 
speaker (Speaker Phone Model, SPMi) and also a global 
background model (Universal Background Phone Models, 
UBPM). Once the statistical language models were trained, 
given a test utterance we first produce its phonetic decoding, 
X, in the same way as the decodings used to train the SPMs 
and UBPM. Then we use the phonetic decoding of the test 
sentence, X, and the statistical models (SPMi, UBPM) to 
compute the likelihoods: 
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Recognition score is the log-likelihood ratio: 
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Using this method, described in [4] as phonetic speaker 
recognition in the time dimension, we obtained speaker 
recognition results as a function of the number of Gaussians 
per phone HMM state for two different corpora. 

First, we used a small subset of the NIST 2002 evaluation 
composed of 15 male and 15 female target speakers (with 
about 2 minutes of training material for each one), 134 male 
and 147 female test recordings (with about 30 seconds of 
speech) for a total of 4215 tests. UBPMs were trained on a 
different subset of NIST 2002 containing 56 female and 82 
male segments ranging from 20 to 120 seconds. With this 
training and test material we performed speaker recognition 
tests using 1,5,10,15,…,80 Gaussians per state. Results are 
shown on Figure 2. These results showed no clear correlation 
with the phonetic decoding accuracy shown in Figure 1.  In 
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Figure 1: Phonetic decoding results for English (TIMIT) and Spanish (ALBAYZIN) as a function of the number of Gaussians per 
HMM state. Phonetic decoding accuracy clearly improves with the number of Gaussians, particularly between 1 and 20 Gaussians. 



fact, we computed Pearson’s correlation coefficients between 
phonetic decoding accuracy and Equal Error Rates (EERs) 
and none of them were statistically significant at the 95% 
confidence level. We expected the EER to decrease as the 
precision of the phonetic modeling and therefore the phonetic 
decoding accuracy increases, but Figure 2 and the results 
from the correlation analysis do not show any indication of 
such behavior. 

To corroborate this somewhat surprising result, we 
extended our testing to a more extensive test-bed: the NIST 
2004 8sides-1side evaluation, which included 396 target 
speakers with 8 segments of approximately 5 minutes of 
speech each, and 16980 different tests using as test speech a 
segment of approximately 5 minutes of speech. In this case, 
the UBPM was trained on all the training material available. 
This can make results a bit optimistic. However, we are 
interested here in the variation of results with the complexity 
of the HMMs instead of on the absolute value of the results. 
Results obtained on this experimental test-bed are shown on 
Figure 3. In this case, speaker recognition tests were only 
performed with up to 20 Gaussians/state because the phonetic 
decoding with more complex models was computationally 
expensive. In turn we have performed the tests also for 2, 3 
and 4 Gaussians per state. 

Results obtained are shown in Figure 3 and are only 
slightly worse than the best phone n-gram based speaker 
recognition results reported in the NIST 2004 evaluation, 
around 21% EER fusing the results from several phonetic 
decodings in different languages. Figure 3 shows that there 
seems to be a tendency of the EER obtained using English 
phonetic decodings to increase as phonetic decoding accuracy 
(and HMM complexity) increases. This tendency is observed 
using Pearson’s correlation coefficient (0.42), but with not 
enough statistical significance (p-value = 0.47). For Spanish 
phonetic decodings, however, there is a clear tendency of 
EER to decrease as phonetic decoding accuracy (and HMM 
complexity) increases. Pearson’s correlation (-0.96) confirms 

this statistical significant (p-value = 0.0079) correlation. Best 
results are obtained using Spanish HMMs with 15 Gaussians 
per state. 

Taking into account that the NIST 2004 evaluation corpus 
contains around 80% of English test recordings and less than 
5% Spanish test recordings, these results might seem 
surprising. However, this is not the first time that similar 
results are reported. In [14] a study chose the best 
combinations of two phonetic decodings (out of 12 possible 
phonetic decodings in 12 different languages, including 
English) to perform speaker recognition in English. The best 
language pairs (Chinese-Korean and Chinese-Spanish) did not 
include English. Our results also show that best phonetic 
speaker recognition results are obtained using a phonetic 
decoding in a language different from that of the test material. 
Moreover, our results show that while more precise phonetic 
HMMs in the language of the test material seem to have no 
effect on (or even worsen) phonetic speaker recognition 
accuracy, more precise phonetic HMMs in a language 
different from that of the test material seem to improve 
speaker recognition accuracy. 

5. Conclusions and Future Work 
The main conclusion of this research is that there seems to be 
a negligible, or even negative, correlation between phonetic 
modeling precision (or phonetic decoding accuracy) and 
phonetic speaker recognition accuracy attained by modeling 
the phonetic decodings with n-grams. This conclusion has an 
important practical consequence: using very simple (even 1-
mixture) HMMs for phonetic speaker recognition can be a 
better (or at least comparable) choice than using very precise 
and more computational costly HMMs. 

This main conclusion is strongly related to the 
conclusion, also reached in another independent research 
study [14], that better phonetic speaker recognition accuracy 
may be attained using phonetic decodings in a language 
different from that of the test recordings.
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Figure 2: Speaker recognition results expressed as the Equal Error Rate (EER) for a small subset of the NIST 2002 evaluation 
corpus. Results are shown as a function of the number of Gaussians per phone HMM state.



Our future research will try to confirm these conclusions 
with further experiments and will also try to answer some 
very interesting questions raised by these conclusions:    

Are phonetic decoding errors more useful in phonetic 
speaker recognition than correctly decoded phones?   
How to exploit a more detailed phonetic acoustic 
modelling for improved phonetic speaker 
recognition? 
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Figure 3: Speaker recognition results expressed as the Equal Error Rate (EER) for the NIST 2004 evaluation corpus (8 sides-1 side 
condition). Results are shown as a function of the number of Gaussians per phone HMM state.


